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Abstract17

We explore how relationships between fault activity, salt movement, and sediment18

loading impact hanging-wall stratal geometry throughout the evolution of a salt-19

influenced normal fault system. We examine a ~65 km long portion of the Coffee-Soil20

Fault System (CSFS) in the Danish North Sea, the hanging-wall of which has been21

partially influenced by a pre-rift unit of mobile salt. To constrain the tectono-22

stratigraphic evolution of the CSFS we combine structural observations with seismic-23

stratigraphic analysis of hanging-wall growth strata.24

We find that the hanging-wall of the CSFS shows major depocentre shifts25

through time, along with marked variability in along- and across-strike stratal26

geometries. We explain how the development of these characteristics is influenced by:27

i) the segmentation and linkage history of the fault system; ii) the evolution of salt-28

cored cover monoclines above blind basement fault segments; and iii) changes in the29

locations and rates of accommodation generated by load-driven withdrawal of salt up30

the hanging-wall dip-slope, and fault-related subsidence. Our findings have31
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implications for structural and stratigraphic studies in salt-influenced rift basins, as32

well as for understanding the potential distribution of geo-storage and hydrocarbon33

reservoirs in such settings.34

35

1. Introduction36

37

Basin-bounding fault systems develop from the propagation, interaction and linkage38

of initially isolated normal fault segments, attaining final lengths of over 100 km (e.g.39

Peacock and Sanderson, 1991; Anders and Schlische, 1994; Gawthorpe and Leeder,40

2000; McLeod et al., 2000; Nixon et al., 2016). Initially, isolated fault segments are41

bounded along-strike by regions of low displacement which are expressed locally in42

the hanging-wall as fault-perpendicular anticlinal highs, whereas regions of high43

displacement located at segment centres are associated with fault-perpendicular44

hanging-wall synclinal sub-basin depocentres (Fig. 1a) (e.g. Anders and Schlische,45

1994; Schlische, 1995; Janecke, 1998; Gawthorpe and Leeder, 2000; Serck and46

Braathen, 2019). As the isolated fault segments propagate, interact and link, the relief47

of the fault-perpendicular anticlines decreases and the depocentres coalesce as the loci48

of hanging-wall subsidence adjusts to the length of the newly-amalgamated fault49

(Figs. 1a and b) (e.g. Anders and Schlische, 1994; Morley, 1999; Cowie et al, 2000;50

McLeod et al., 2000; Young et al., 2001; Su et al., 2011; Nixon et al., 2016). As such,51

stratigraphy associated with the earlier fault configuration is preserved at depth and52

hanging-wall stratal geometries can be used to constrain the growth and linkage53

histories of normal fault systems (Fig 1b) (e.g. Anders and Schlische, 1994; Morley,54

1999; Cowie et al, 2000; McLeod et al., 2000; Young et al., 2001; Su et al., 2011;55

Nixon et al., 2016).56
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However, the presence of mobile salt may complicate the tectono-stratigraphic57

evolution of basin-bounding fault systems and thus extra considerations are required58

when using hanging-wall stratal geometries to constrain growth and segmentation59

histories in salt-influenced settings (e.g. Nalpas and Brun, 1993; Stewart et al., 1996;60

1997; Withjack and Calloway, 2000; Richardson et al., 2005; Soto et al., 2007; Kane61

et al., 2010; Jackson and Rotevatn, 2013; Lewis et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2013;62

Wilson et al., 2023). Richardson et al. (2005) present an example from the Revfallet63

Fault, Halten Terrace, Offshore Mid-Norway where the upward propagation of faults64

is impeded by salt, initially restricting them to the sub-salt basement (Figures 1c and65

d). In their ‘pure basement fault’ model, during the early stages of rifting, salt66

migrates towards the immediate hanging-wall displacement maxima of individual67

basement faults, passively infilling space created by flexure of the overlying cover68

(Fig. 1c). The salt swells amplify the cover flexure above the blind basement faults,69

and a syn-rift depocentre develops that is offset into the hanging-wall and that thins70

onto the swell and towards the fault (Fig. 1c). As the basement faults propagate and71

link along-strike to form a single structure, the salt migrates and coalesces into a72

single evaporite swell adjacent to the new displacement maximum (Fig. 1c). The salt73

swell amplifies a major cover fold and a single depocentre is offset from the fault74

(Fig. 1c). An alternative scenario is suggested by Kane et al. (2010), using evidence75

from the Sleipner Fault Zone, Sleipner Basin, South Viking Graben (Fig. 1e). Here,76

the early syn-rift structural style is similar to that interpreted from the Revfallet Fault,77

with an additional component of hanging-wall sediment-loading which drives the78

along-strike salt migration (Fig. 1e). The salt migrates towards fault segment79

boundaries, amplifying fault-perpendicular anticlines (Fig. 1e). In the late stages of80

rifting, once the basement fault segments hard-link along-strike and breach the cover81
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fold, the fault-perpendicular anticlines subside in the hanging-wall of the newly-82

linked fault (Fig. 1f). These observations demonstrate that relationships between83

faulting, salt flow, and sediment loading may modify basin physiography, providing84

controls upon the spatial and temporal evolution of depocentres in the hanging-wall of85

border fault systems. However, existing models do not capture the full range of likely86

relationships that may occur along salt-influenced border faults. Thus, key aspects87

remain to be explored including how interactions between salt flow, sediment loading88

and faulting are influenced by: i) a lateral variation in salt thickness and mobility89

along-strike of a bounding fault system; ii) settings marked by pronounced hanging-90

wall sediment loading.91

To address these aspects, we examine the growth and linkage history of a ~65 km92

long portion of the Coffee-Soil Fault System (CSFS), a basement-rooted border fault93

system in the Danish North Sea influenced by: i) Late Permian Zechstein salt of94

variable thickness and mobility; ii) Triassic and Jurassic-Early Cretaceous rifting; and95

iii) pronounced syn-rift sediment loading in hanging-wall depocentres and associated96

salt flow (Duffy et al., 2013). We integrate structural data along with analysis of97

hanging-wall stratigraphy to i) reconstruct the tectono-stratigraphic evolution of the98

CSFS; and ii) examine how interactions between faulting, sediment loading, and salt99

flow contribute to the marked variability in hanging-wall stratal geometry observed100

along strike of the CSFS.101

102

2. Structural and Stratigraphic Framework103

104

The NNW-SSE-trending Danish Central Graben consists of a series of 10-50 km long105

and 5-30 km wide half-grabens bounded by predominantly west-dipping normal faults106
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which have developed as a consequence of Permo-Triassic and Mid-Jurassic-Early107

Cretaceous rifting (Figs. 2-3) (Ziegler, 1975; Gowers and Sæbøe, 1985; Stemmerik et108

al., 2000; Møller and Rasmussen, 2003). The Tail-End Graben and Salt Dome109

Province are located in the east of the Danish Central Graben, and are bounded to the110

east by the CSFS, a west-dipping border fault system which extends for over >>65 km111

(Fig. 2). Previous studies have highlighted segmentation along-strike of the CSFS,112

with fault segments ranging in length from 5-30 km (Cartwright, 1987; Bruhn and113

Vagle, 2005). This study focuses on a ca. 65 km long portion of the CSFS which114

consists of three principal components; a NW-SE-striking Northern Fault which is115

>25 km in length and extends outside of the survey area to the north, and the NNW-116

SSE- to N-S-striking Southern Faults A and B which have a combined length of >40117

km (Fig. 4).118

During the Late Permian, the salt-rich Zechstein Supergroup was deposited in119

the southern Tail-End Graben and Salt Dome Province (Figs. 2 and 3) (Gowers and120

Sæbøe, 1985; Taylor, 1998; Møller and Rasmussen, 2003; Tanveer and Korstgård,121

2009). The study area straddles the boundary between both the initial and present-day122

northern pinch-outs of the mobile (halite-rich) component of the Zechstein123

Supergroup (Figs. 2 and 4) (Gowers and Sæbøe, 1985; Duffy et al., 2013). North of124

this pinchout, in the hanging-wall of the Northern Fault and the majority of the Poul125

Plateau, Duffy et al. (2013) define a domain characterised by a Zechstein depositional126

thickness of <100 ms TWT and without a mobile halite component (see also Gowers127

and Sæbøe, 1985). In contrast, south of the pinchout and in the hanging-wall of the128

Southern Fault, the Zechstein reaches depositional thicknesses of ca. 200-500 ms129

TWT with the presence of salt pillows and diapirs suggesting the salt contains a130

significant mobile halite component (Fig. 4; Duffy et al., 2013). The lateral variability131
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in the thickness and mobility of the Zechstein salt has provided a basin-scale control132

upon the structural styles and depocentre geometries developed within the overlying133

rift-influenced Triassic and Jurassic units in both the southern Tail-End Graben and134

Salt Dome Province (Sundsbø and Megson, 1993; Rank-Friend and Elders, 2004;135

Duffy et al., 2013) and elsewhere across the Central North Sea (e.g. Hodgson et al.,136

1992; Erratt et al., 1993; Stewart et al., 1997; Stewart and Clark, 1999; Dooley et al.,137

2005; Karlo et al., 2014; Ge et al., 2017; Jackson and Stewart, 2017; Jackson et al.,138

2018).139

Previous studies have identified a period of rifting within the Triassic (herein140

termed ‘Rift Phase 1’) which, in the halite-rich portions of the Danish Central Graben,141

coincided with a phase of halokinesis resulting in the development of pillows, diapirs142

and withdrawal-related depocentres (Fig. 3) (Cartwright, 1991; Korstgård et al., 1993;143

Rank-Friend and Elders, 2004; Duffy et al., 2013). Following the collapse of the Early144

Jurassic Mid-North Sea Dome, a renewed period of fault-controlled subsidence145

(herein termed ‘Rift Phase 2’) influenced the Danish Central Graben in the Mid-146

Jurassic to Early Cretaceous (Fig. 3) (Ziegler, 1990; Møller and Rasmussen, 2003).147

This major rift phase is defined seismically as the interval between the base of the148

Mid-Jurassic succession and the Base Cretaceous Unconformity (Fig. 3). Rift Phase 2149

occurred in three episodes, with displacement on both N-S-striking and NNW-SSE-150

striking faults (Fig. 3) (Møller and Rasmussen, 2003). Upper Aalenian-Callovian151

rifting is associated with the deposition of the sand-rich Bryne and Lulu formations,152

whilst in the Oxfordian to Ryazanian phases of rifting, deepening associated with the153

rift climax resulted in the deposition of up to 3000 m of offshore to basinal mudstones154

of the Lola and Farsund formations (Fig. 3) (Møller, 1986; Andsbjerg and Dybkjær,155

2003; Møller and Rasmussen, 2003). From the Hauterivian through to the Neogene,156
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the Danish Central Graben experienced several phases of inversion, expressed157

variably across the study area by large-wavelength, low-amplitude inversion158

anticlines, and reverse reactivation of normal faults (Cartwright, 1989; Vejbæk and159

Andersen, 2002; Rasmussen, 2009; Hansen et al. 2020).160

161

3. Dataset and Methods162

163

The study area covers 717 km2 of the Danish Central Graben, focused around the164

Coffee-Soil Fault System in the southern portion of the Tail-End Graben and the165

northern part of the Danish Salt Dome Province (Fig. 2).  The seismic data are time-166

migrated, zero phase, and of European polarity (positive reflection coefficient is167

displayed in red), with inlines (E-W) and crosslines (N-S) at a line spacing of 25 m.168

Stratal terminations and abrupt changes in seismic facies were used to define169

nine regionally-mappable seismic horizons across pre-, syn- and post-rift intervals170

(Fig. 3; see methods of Duffy et al., 2013). The horizons also define the overall171

geometry and throw characteristics of the CSFS at sub- and supra-Zechstein levels, as172

well as highlight key internal characteristics within the syn-rift sequence. The ages of173

the seismic horizons were constrained using eleven wells, each containing a standard174

suite of borehole data, although no wells penetrated below the Triassic (Figs. 2-3).175

Thickness maps for successive intervals, in combination with the architecture176

of hanging-wall stratigraphy, were used to determine the spatial and temporal177

evolution of faults, folds and salt structures (Fig. 3).178

To ensure that seismic reflection geometries analysed within this study are not179

overprinted by post-rift inversion, seismic sections which trend parallel to the inferred180

predominant NNE-SSW inversion stress regime (Cartwright, 1989; Vejbæk and181
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Andersen, 2002; Hansen et al., 2020) are flattened on a local intra-Cretaceous182

reflection.183

184

4. Structural Style of the Coffee-Soil Fault System185

186

4.1. Top pre-Zechstein Structural Characteristics187

Present-day, the region between the Northern Fault and Southern Fault A is188

breached by an 8 km long, E-W-trending jog and is associated with a regional189

basement high known as Poul Plateau (Figs. 5 and 6) (Duffy et al., 2013). The190

configuration of CSFS components is defined using an approximate fault cut-off plot191

constructed for the Top pre-Zechstein surface (Fig. 5). This surface underlies the192

Zechstein Supergroup and thus provides an assessment of the sub-Zechstein basement193

structure. The cut-off plot displays TWTT elevations of the Top pre-Zechstein surface194

along-strike of the CSFS along: i) the footwall fault cut-off; and ii) the axis of the195

major fault-parallel hanging-wall syncline, providing a proxy for a throw-length196

profile (Fig. 5). Conventional displacement-length and throw-depth profiling along197

with throw-contouring (e.g. Muroaka and Kamata, 1983; Childs et al., 2003; Dutton198

and Trudgill, 2009; Jackson et al., 2017; Lăpădat et al., 2017) are not possible along199

the CSFS, as all correlative pre- and syn-rift stratigraphic markers have been200

peneplaned off the Ringkobing-Fyn High footwall block. Although this cut-off plot201

does not remove the effects of post-rift inversion (e.g. Hansen et al., 2021), it is202

nevertheless suitable for our needs as the degree of inversion is mild relative to the203

degree of offset at Top pre-Zechstein level. Thus, the inversion has not significantly204

overprinted the first-order profile shape.205
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The Northern Fault is through-going and dips steeply towards the southwest.206

At the Top pre-Zechstein level, the maximum throw along the CSFS (~3300 ms207

TWT) occurs on the Northern Fault in the northwest of the study area (Fig. 5). Throw208

decreases towards the southeast where there are two 10 km long hanging-wall splays209

which have a maximum throw of ~1500 ms TWT (Fig. 6). A low amplitude and fault-210

parallel syncline occurs in the hanging-wall of the Northern Fault which is 8 km wide211

(Fig. 6). The syncline plunges towards the northwest, towards the region of highest212

throw on the CSFS and dies out to the southeast of Poul Plateau, defining a prominent213

sub-basin in the hanging-wall of the Northern Fault (SB1) (Fig. 6).214

In the southern portion of the CSFS, a ca. 2.5 km left-stepping jog in the fault215

trace, and an associated block of steeply-rotated strata divides the system into two216

components: Southern Fault A and Southern Fault B (Figs. 5-6). The NNW-SSE-217

striking Southern Fault A has a length of approximately 28 km and a northern tip218

which extends for ca. 10 km into the footwall of the Northern Fault (Figs. 5-6). To the219

south, Southern Fault B strikes N-S and has a minimum length of 14 km (Figs. 5-6).220

Southern Faults A and B are through-going and show planar to listric geometries on221

time-migrated dip-section, with maximum throws of ca. 2500 ms TWT at the Top222

pre-Zechstein level (Fig. 5). The Southern Faults are associated with a fault-parallel223

hanging-wall syncline, the axial trace of which lies between 0.5-2 km basinwards of224

the faults. The immediate hanging-wall of the Southern Faults is compartmentalised225

along-strike into four 4-8.5 km long, doubly-plunging sub-basins that are elongate226

parallel to the fault (SB2-5) (Fig. 6). Of these, SB2-SB4 lie in the hanging-wall of227

Southern Fault A and SB5 lies in the hanging-wall of Southern Fault B (Figs. 5-6). A228

series of fault-perpendicular intra-basin highs of anticlinal geometry (H1-5) occur229

between the sub-basins; the axes of these highs trend approximately perpendicular to230
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local fault strike and extend 2-3.5 km into the hanging-wall (Fig. 6). The centres of231

the sub-basins coincide with throw maxima, whereas the fault-perpendicular232

anticlines correspond to throw-proxy minima along-strike of Southern Faults A and B233

(Figs. 5 and 6). The fault-perpendicular folds extend across, and interfere with the234

fault parallel syncline, resulting in geometrically complex folding along-strike (Fig.235

6).236

Diffuse faulting around the Poul Plateau and the hanging-wall splays237

associated with the southern tip of the Northern Fault form a highly-faulted, breached238

SSE-dipping relay ramp in the regional basement high at the boundary between the239

Northern Fault and Southern Fault A (Fig. 6). The overall system is associated with a240

broad four-way closing hanging-wall anticline and a major along-strike throw241

minimum (H1 on Figs 5 and 6). The basal fault to the breached relay system is242

formed by the shallower-dipping Southern Fault A, and at both the Top pre-Zechstein243

and Base Callovian structural levels, the faulted terraces within the relay system are244

bounded by a series of predominantly synthetic, NNW-SSE to N-S-trending faults245

with maximum displacements of 300 ms TWT (Fig. 6) (Duffy et al., 2013).246

247

4.2. Supra-Zechstein Structural Characteristics248

The structural style of the supra-Zechstein syn-rift is illustrated by a TWTT249

structure map of the Base Callovian, a regionally-mappable and supra-Zechstein250

reflection which lies near to the base of the main Rift Phase 2 megasequence (Fig.251

6b). The prominent, doubly-plunging sub-basins at Top pre-Zechstein level are also252

are expressed in the supra-Zechstein stratigraphy (Fig. 6). A broad fault-parallel253

syncline which plunges northwest forms the prominent sub-basin in the hanging-wall254

of the Northern Fault (Figs. 6b and 7a). The sub-basins in the hanging-wall of255
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Southern Faults A and B display a maximum differential relief of up to 800 ms TWT256

and an along-strike wavelength between fault-perpendicular anticlines of 3.5-10 km257

(Figs. 6 and 8). With the exception of a minor accumulation (~110 ms TWT) of258

mobile Zechstein salt at H4, mobile Zechstein salt is not preferentially thickened in259

the cores of supra-Zechstein fault-perpendicular anticlines (sensu Kane et al., 2010)260

(Figs 6, 8, and 9). As such, the differential relief of the Base Callovian hanging-wall261

sub-basins is not typically accentuated relative to the Top pre-Zechstein level (Figs. 6,262

8, and 9).263

264

4.3. Insights into Fault System Evolution from Structural Characteristics265

Evidence of the segmentation and linkage history of normal faults is266

commonly deciphered using along-strike displacement or throw variations (e.g.267

Peacock and Sanderson, 1991; Anders and Schlische, 1994; Cartwright et al., 1995;268

McLeod et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 2009; Su et al., 2011; Kairanov et al., 2019). For269

the CSFS, analysis of the Top pre-Zechstein TWTT structure map and throw270

variations suggests that the fault system consisted of three principal components, the271

Northern Fault, and Southern Faults A and B (Figs. 5 and 6). Of these, the Northern272

Fault and Southern Fault A are linked by an E-W-trending jog in the fault trace near273

Poul Plateau (Figs 5 and 6). Poul Plateau is spatially coincident with H1, a fault-274

perpendicular anticline and regional along-strike throw minimum, and as such is275

interpreted as a major breached fault segment boundary (sensu Anders and Schlische,276

1994; Figs. 5 and 6). Southern Faults A and B are unlinked, with the segment277

boundary expressed by a local decrease in the elevation of the footwall cut-off (H4)278

and the Igor relay ramp (Fig. 5). Furthermore, Southern Fault A displays three279

discrete along-strike throw maxima which coincide with the locations of the doubly-280
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plunging hanging-wall synclines of SB2-SB4 (Figs 5 and 6). This suggests that281

Southern Fault A initially consisted of three precursor strands of 4-10 km in length282

(CSF2-4), each bounding a hanging-wall sub-basin (SB2-4) (Figs. 5 and 6). The fault283

strands linked to form the Southern Fault A observed today, with remnant segment284

boundaries marked by throw-minima and associated fault-perpendicular anticlines285

(H2-3) (Figs. 5 and 6).286

287

5. Dip and Strike Variability in Structure and Stratigraphy288

289

Having constrained the early-stage and present-day configurations of the CSFS, we290

now integrate seismic stratigraphic observations from along and across-strike seismic291

sections (Figs. 7-9) and thickness maps (in two-way travel-time) (Fig. 10) of292

successive intervals in the hanging-wall of the CSFS to interpret: i) the spatial and293

temporal evolution of the CSFS and ii) dip- and strike-oriented variability in fault294

system structure and hanging-wall stratal geometry. Once determined, the variations295

will be related to fault throw patterns, as well as the initial distribution of the296

Zechstein evaporites, to establish the key controls upon border fault evolution.297

298

5.1 Triassic (~Rift Phase 1)299

5.1.1 Triassic Seismic Stratigraphy300

The Triassic sequence decreases in thickness both northwards towards the301

Poul Plateau, and eastwards towards Southern Faults A and B (Fig. 10a). In the302

hanging-wall of the Northern Fault, the seismic sequence is broadly isochronous,303

showing only minimal thickness variations (Figs. 7a, 8 and 10a). In the immediate304

hanging-walls of Southern Faults A and B, at least three localised, non-erosional305
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thinner regions are present, which are elongate parallel to the faults (Figs 7b-d, 10a).306

On the Triassic thickness map, thin regions spatially coincide with synclinal sub-307

basins SB4 and SB5 in the hanging-walls of Southern Faults A and B, with the308

sequence thickening both away from the faults, and along-strike towards the309

intervening fault segment boundary (H4) (Fig 10a). The non-erosional nature of the310

thinning of the Triassic sequence towards the Southern Fault is best expressed at SB5,311

where the thickness decreases from ~850 ms TWT ~8 km away from fault to just312

~350 ms TWT adjacent to Southern Fault B (Fig. 7d). In SB4 and SB5, this eastwards313

thinning is complemented by an eastward thinning of the underlying Zechstein salt314

(Figs. 7c-d and 10a). Further north, around SB2 and SB3, the Triassic thickness map315

does not effectively resolve any eastward thinning towards Southern Fault A (Fig.316

10a). However, in the case of SB2, a dip-oriented seismic cross-section shows that317

although the Triassic sequence overall does not thin towards Southern Fault A318

(CSF2), the deeper portion of the Triassic sequence does thin towards the fault (Fig.319

7b). In contrast, the overlying portion of the Triassic sequence thickens towards320

Southern Fault A (CSF2) (Fig. 7b). On an along-strike seismic section in the hanging-321

wall of Southern Faults A and B we observe locally thinned Triassic sequences at the322

centres of SB2 and SB3 which thicken towards the fault-perpendicular anticlines and323

fault segment boundaries (H1-H3) (Fig. 9). This section also shows downlap of the324

Triassic sequence directly onto the pre-Zechstein basement on the south-dipping325

syncline limb associated with SB2 (Fig. 9).326

327

5.1.2 Interpretation of CSFS Structural Configuration during the Triassic328

Interval(~Rift Phase 1)329
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Stratal geometries and thickness variations in the Triassic sequence (that330

incorporates Rift Phase 1) suggest the CSFS consisted of five isolated components, a331

Northern Fault (CSF1), and Southern Faults which consisted of four isolated strands332

of 4 to 10 km in length (CSF2-5). Based on an estimation of the initial distribution of333

Zechstein salt by Duffy et al. (2013), the hanging-wall of the Northern Fault (CSF1)334

was free from mobile salt, whilst the hanging-wall of the Southern Fault was335

influenced by mobile salt which increased in thickness towards the south. We336

interpret that four active isolated strands (CSF2-5) in the region of the present-day337

Southern Faults were restricted from propagating vertically into the cover by the338

mobile Zechstein salt (Fig. 11a and b). As displacement accumulated, the supra-salt339

cover was folded into four fault-parallel monoclines (F2-F5), the axial traces of which340

were oriented broadly parallel to the tips of the underlying basement fault segments341

(Fig. 11a and b). Growth of the folds generated accommodation space between the342

basement and cover immediately adjacent to the displacement maxima of the343

basement faults, which were exploited by laterally-flowing salt present in the344

Southern Tail-End Graben and Salt Dome Province (Figs. 10a and b) (sensu345

Richardson et al., 2005; Kane et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2023). As a result of this346

folding, syn-rift Triassic depocentres were offset basinwards and away from the347

basement faults (Figs. 11a and b, 12a). This configuration is expressed by the distinct348

zones of thinning of all (SB4 and SB5) or part (SB2) of the Triassic seismic sequence349

immediately adjacent to Southern Faults A and B (Figs. 7b-d, 10a-11a and b). In the350

case of SB2, the presence of a growth wedge that thickens towards Southern Fault A351

(CSF2) in the uppermost portion of the Triassic sequence suggests that the salt-cored352

fold (F2) was subsequently breached by upward propagation of basement fault CSF2353

(Fig. 7b). Although we cannot confidently detect eastward thinning of the Triassic354
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seismic sequence in SB3 immediately adjacent to Southern Fault A (CSF3), we do355

note thinning of the Triassic sequence towards the centre of SB3 and thickening356

towards H2 and H3 on the along-strike hanging-wall seismic cross-section. As such,357

infer the activity of a blind basement fault segment (CSF3) and salt-cored cover fold358

(F3) during at least part of the Triassic interval, that offset the depocentres offset359

along-strike towards H2 and H3 (Figs 11a and b). Overall, it is possible that the360

thickness variations within the Triassic sequence may have resulted from halokinesis361

driven by differential-loading or gravity-spreading i.e. not related to activity of the362

CSFS. However, the linearity of the thinner regions along Southern Faults A and B,363

along with the spatial correlation between the thinner regions and throw maxima364

along-strike of the present-day Southern Faults, suggests that CSF2-5 were blind,365

active drivers of halokinesis during rifting (Figs. 9, 10a, 11a and b).366

367

5.2. Top Triassic to Base Callovian (~Rift Phase 2)368

5.2.1 Top Triassic to Base Callovian Seismic Stratigraphy369

A minimum of four main thick regions are observed which trend parallel to the370

CSFS and are separated along strike by thinner regions (Fig. 10b). Of the depocentres,371

one is located in the hanging-wall of the splay at the southern end of the Northern372

Fault, whilst a minimum of three lie in the hanging-wall of the Southern Fault (Fig.373

10b). A single thicker region is resolved immediately adjacent to the northern portion374

of Southern Fault A that covers SB2 and SB3 (Fig. 10b). We suggest that this thick375

region may potentially have been composed of two subtle depocentres broadly376

covering SB2 and SB3 respectively, that were also influenced by a subtle high at H2377

(Fig. 10b). Assuming this, in contrast to the underlying Triassic sequence, all five378

thick regions are spatially-coincident with the synclinal sub-basins (SB1-SB5)379
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expressed on the Top pre-Zechstein and Base Callovian TWTT structure maps, with380

the intervening thinner regions developed above fault-perpendicular anticlines (H1-381

H5) (Figs. 6, 9 and 10b). As such, thickness variations are spatially associated with382

along-strike variations in present-day throw on the CSFS (Figs. 5, 8-10b). In map383

view, the depocentres are sub-circular to ellipsoidal and extend along-strike from ca.384

2.5 to 9.5 km in length (Fig. 10b). Of the depocentres in the hanging-wall of the385

present-day Southern Faults (SB2-SB5), those in SB4 and SB5 in the southeast are386

thicker and more spatially extensive than those in SB2 and SB3 (Fig. 10b). In387

addition, depocentres in SB2, SB3, and SB5 display stratal wedges which thicken388

towards Southern Fault A (Figs. 7b, 7d, and 10b). The depocentre in SB4 thins389

towards the Southern Fault, a characteristic which we at least partly attribute to the390

influence of a triangular zone of mobile salt contained adjacent to the fault in the391

Triassic sequence that may potentially be intruded Zechstein salt or locally mobilised392

Triassic salt (Figs. 7b-c and 10b). A strike-parallel seismic traverse in the hanging-393

wall of the Southern Fault illustrates onlap of reflections onto the flanks of fault-394

perpendicular anticlines, a characteristic most pronounced within SB4 (Fig. 9). The395

seismic sequence onlaps and pinches-out onto H1, hence the immediate hanging-wall396

of the E-W-trending jog is interpreted as an area of non-deposition during this interval397

(Fig. 9).398

399

5.2.2 Interpretation of CSFS Structural Configuration during the Top Triassic to Base400

Callovian Interval401

Regional literature suggests that the Top Triassic to Base Callovian seismic402

sequence is composed of two tectono-stratigraphic units: i) Early Jurassic and403

Fjerritslev mudstones that were deposited in the time between Rift Phase 1 and Rift404
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Phase 2; and ii) an early Rift Phase 2-related Late Aalenian to Base Callovian unit405

(Fig. 3) (Andsbjerg and Dybkjær, 2001; Møller and Rasmussen, 2003). In addition,406

uplift, erosion and/or non-deposition associated with the Mid-Cimmerian407

Unconformity may also have influenced the interval (Andsbjerg and Dybkjær, 2001;408

Møller and Rasmussen, 2003), although there is no widespread expression of this409

within the survey (Fig. 3). Well data from wells G-1 and SE-Igor-1 in the south of the410

study area (Fig. 2), identify minor thicknesses (ca. 50-100 ms TWT) of the Fjerritslev411

formation within the interval, a formation which is not observed in any wells further412

north (see also Andsbjerg and Dybkjær, 2001). This represents, at most, 20% of the413

overall interval thickness. The sparse distribution of the well penetrations which414

identify the Mid-Cimmerian Unconformity, and lack of clear expression of the Mid-415

Cimmerian Unconformity at the resolution of the seismic data, means it is not416

possible to constrain and regionally map out the pre-rift to syn-rift megasequence417

boundary (for Rift Phase 2) within this sequence. However, the absence of the418

Fjerritslev formation within this sequence in the north, and the minor thicknesses in419

the south, indicates that the preserved portion of the sequence is predominantly420

younger than the Mid-Cimmerian Unconformity. As such, we interpret the trends of421

internal reflections and thickness (TWTT) variations within this sequence as a422

function of tectonic (Rift Phase 2) or salt-related controls. Interpreted in this way, the423

five thick regions located in the hanging-wall of the CSFS may represent hanging-424

wall depocentres associated with the five faults (CSF1-CSF5) reactivated from the425

Triassic structural template (Figs. 11c-d). Unlike in the Triassic sequence, the426

depocentres in SB2-SB5 thicken towards the centre of the respective fault segments427

(Figs 9 and 10b), with accommodation most likely provided by the initiation of428

subsidence of the salt swells which influenced the Triassic sequence (Fig. 11c and d).429
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In SB2, a stratal wedge thickens towards CSF2 indicating that CSF2 had continued to430

break-surface as in the later stage of the Triassic interval (Figs 7b and 11a-d). In431

SB5, the depocentre thickens towards Southern Fault B (CSF5) as opposed to during432

the Triassic when the sequence markedly thinned towards CSF5 (Figs 7d and 10b).433

This indicates that basement fault CSF5 likely propagated upwards and breached the434

overlying salt-cored cover fold (F5) during this interval (Figs 7d, 10b, 11c and d).435

Although less clear, thickening of a stratal wedge in SB3 towards CSF3 suggests436

CSF3 also broke surface and breached cover fold F3 during this interval.437

438

5.3 Base Callovian to Intra-Kimmeridgian (Rift Phase 2)439

5.3.1 Base Callovian to Intra-Kimmeridgian Seismic Stratigraphy440

The five major depocentres within the Base Callovian to Intra-Kimmeridgian441

sequence are again largely spatially-coincident with the synclinal sub-basins (SB1-442

SB5) present on the Top pre-Zechstein and Base Callovian TWT maps, with the443

intervening thinner regions developed above fault-perpendicular anticlines (H1-H5)444

(Figs. 6 and 10c). As such, thickness variations are spatially associated with along-445

strike variations in present-day throw on the CSFS (Figs. 8-10c). In map view, the446

depocentres are again sub-circular to ellipsoid and extend for lengths along-strike447

from 4 to 13 km. The broader depocentre in the hanging-wall of the Northern Fault is448

partitioned into two sub-depocentres, one portion in the immediate hanging-wall of449

the main fault segment, and one associated with the southern splay (Fig. 10c). Of the450

depocentres in the hanging-wall of the Southern Faults (SB2-SB5), those in SB4 and451

SB5 in the southeast are by far the thickest (1000 and 1150 ms TWT respectively) and452

most aerially extensive. The amplitude of fault-perpendicular anticlines decreases453

markedly within the sequence, from a maximum relief of ca. 600 ms TWT at Base454
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Callovian horizon to ca. 200 ms TWT at the Intra-Kimmeridgian horizon, resulting in455

increasingly subtle intra-sequence thickness variations higher in the seismic sequence456

(Figs. 9 and 10c). In contrast to the underlying Top Triassic to Base Callovian457

depocentres, all Base Callovian to Intra-Kimmeridgian depocentres contain stratal458

wedges which thicken towards the CSFS (Figs. 7 and 10c).459

A strike-parallel seismic traverse in the hanging-wall of Southern Faults A and460

B (Fig. 9) reveals onlap of the lowermost reflections within the sequence onto the461

fault-perpendicular anticlines (H1-H5), which is particularly evident onto H1 (Fig. 9).462

The majority of the interval drapes over the crests of the crests of H1-H5, although463

minor intermittent phases of onlap onto the flanks of H1-H5 are noted (Fig. 9).464

Significantly, the seismic sequence displays a stratal wedge which diverges towards465

the E-W-trending jog between the Northern Fault and Southern Fault A, forming a466

minor E-W-trending depocentre (Fig. 9).467

468

5.3.2 Interpretation of CSFS Structural Configuration during the Base Callovian to469

Intra-Kimmeridgian Interval470

Clear divergence of reflections within a stratal wedge towards the non-471

evaporite-influenced Northern Fault and its southern splay occurs in SB1 within this472

interval (Figs 7a and 10c). If viewed pragmatically, the Base Callovian horizon may473

be interpreted to represent the seismically-resolvable pre-rift to syn-rift megasequence474

boundary (for Rift Phase 2), although as previously mentioned, the true megasequence475

boundary lies within the underlying Top Triassic to Base Callovian interval.  The five476

major depocentres identified within the Base Callovian to Intra-Kimmeridgian477

sequence (SB1-SB5) are interpreted to be related to the activity of three principal478

faults: Northern Fault (and its associated southern splay), Southern Fault A and479
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Southern Fault B, of which the two former are linked by an E-W-striking jog (Fig.480

11e and f). CSF2-CSF4 are interpreted to have linked along-strike to form Southern481

Fault A early within this interval, based on the decreasing topographic relief of the482

fault-perpendicular folds upwards within the interval, a characteristic which indicates483

the onset of passive subsidence in the hanging-wall of Southern Fault A (e.g. Young484

et al., 2001). However, the fault-perpendicular anticlines (H2-H3) form persistent485

topographic features throughout the interval and into the Late Kimmeridgian, most486

likely caused by preferential load-driven withdrawal of salt from beneath the hanging-487

wall depocentres in fault segment centres relative to segment boundaries (Figs. 9 and488

10c). The latest possible initiation of the E-W-trending jog and linkage of the489

Northern Fault to the northern tip of the newly-formed Southern Fault A is490

constrained to the Base Callovian, based on a faultward divergent growth wedge in491

the hanging-wall of the jog (Figs. 9 and 11e and f).492

Each of the major depocentres (SB1-5) is located in the immediate hanging-493

wall of the present-day CSFS, suggesting the controlling faults were all surface-494

breaking (Figs. 7, 10c, and 11e and f). For the fault which controlled depocentre SB4495

(i.e. CSF4), which had previously been restricted to the sub-salt basement, breaking496

the surface entailed upward propagation though the salt and breaching of cover fold497

(F4) to permit eastward migration of depocentre SB4 towards the emergent fault498

(Figs. 10a-c and 11a-f). Continued fault-controlled accommodation generation499

permitted the development of a thick faultward-divergent stratal wedge in SB4 (also500

seen in SB5) with moderate volumes of salt inferred to have withdrawn from beneath501

hanging-wall depocentres in SB4 and SB5 and migrated up the hanging-wall dip-502

slope (Figs. 7c-d, 10c, and 11e and f). For SB2 and SB3, we see no clear evidence of503

the widespread migration of salt into the hanging-wall or axially towards the cores of504
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fault-perpendicular anticlines H1-H3 (sensu Kane et al., 2010). We speculate the505

mobile salt largely migrated into the footwall and has subsequently been eroded (e.g.506

Korstgård et al., 1993), or was dissolved (e.g. Clark et al., 1999).507

508

5.4 Intra-Kimmeridgian to Late Kimmeridgian (Rift Phase 2)509

5.4.1 Intra-Kimmeridgian to Late Kimmeridgian Seismic Stratigraphy510

To the first order, the location and geometry of depocentres along-strike of the511

CSFS in the Intra-Kimmeridgian to Late Kimmeridgian seismic sequence have not512

changed from the underlying Base Callovian to Intra-Kimmeridgian interval (Fig.513

10d). As such, one major northwest-thickening depocentre is located in the hanging-514

wall of the Northern Fault (SB1), and four depocentres within SB2-SB5 that are515

separated by fault-perpendicular anticlines (H1-5), occur in the hanging-wall of the516

Southern Faults (Fig. 10d). Depocentres in SB4 and SB5 in the southeast remain the517

thickest as in the underlying sequence (ca. 650 and 500 ms TWT respectively) (Figs.518

9 and 10d). Differences in the geometry of depocentres relative to the Base Callovian519

to Intra-Kimmeridgian sequence are also recognised. For example, in the hanging-520

wall of Southern Fault A, the depocentre in SB4 is more elongate in a NNW-SSE-521

orientation (cf. Figs. 10c and d). In addition, although subtle, the fault-perpendicular522

folds did form positive topographic features throughout this interval to partition523

hanging-wall depocentres along-strike of Southern Faults A and B (Figs. 9 and 10d).524

In cross-section, depocentres in SB1 and SB5 contain stratal wedges which thicken525

broadly towards the Northern and Southern Faults respectively, thus the axes of these526

syn-rift depocentres lie in the immediate hanging-wall of the CSFS (Fig. 7 and 10d).527

A dip-section through the depocentre in SB5 illustrates an asymmetrical syncline with528

an axis which is oriented parallel to the plane of Southern Fault B (Fig. 7d). By529
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contrast, the depocentres in SB2-SB4 are offset into the hanging-wall such that the530

sequence thins eastwards towards the Southern Fault A (Fig. 7b-c and 10d). The531

offset depocentre is best expressed in SB4, where the depocentre is offset532

approximately ca. 3.6 km from Southern Fault A and is located immediately above533

the Top pre-Zechstein hanging-wall cut-off (Figs. 7c and 10d). The SB4 depocentre is534

focused in the core of a symmetrical hanging-wall syncline, the eastern limb of which535

dips away from the fault (Fig. 7c). Post-Intra-Kimmeridgian reflections onlap536

bidirectionally onto the syncline limbs (Fig. 7c). In contrast to the non-vertical537

syncline axis at SB5, the fold in SB4 has a sub-vertical axis which is offset into the538

hanging-wall and located immediately above the hanging-wall cut-off of the Top pre-539

Zechstein horizon (cf. Figs. 7c and 7d).540

541

5.4.2 Interpretation of CSFS Structural Configuration during the Intra-Kimmeridgian542

to Late Kimmeridgian Interval543

The similarity in the location of depocentres (SB1-SB5) relative to the544

underlying Base Callovian to Intra-Kimmeridgian sequence indicates that they are545

controlled by the same configuration of faults as throughout the underlying sequence,546

all of which are interpreted to have been surface-breaking (cf. Figs. 11e-f and 11g-h).547

The most significant change is the shift in the location of the depocentre in SB4 away548

from the immediate hanging-wall of Southern Fault A (Figs. 7c and 10d). The549

depocentre is located in the core of a symmetrical growth syncline, the axis of which550

lies above the Top pre-Zechstein hanging-wall cut-off (Fig. 11h). This depocentre551

migration can be explained by an increase in the rate of accommodation created by552

withdrawal, which was focused above where the initial salt column was thickest (i.e.553

directly above the Top pre-Zechstein hanging-wall cut-off), compared to the rate of554
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accommodation generation by fault-related subsidence, which was focused in the555

immediate hanging-wall. The evaporites withdrawn from beneath the hanging-wall556

depocentres migrated up the hanging-wall dip-slope to form an up-dip salt pillow and557

cover fold (Fig. 7c). It is also possible some of the salt migrated up, and was trapped558

adjacent to the fault plane. The chief stratigraphic implication of this redistribution of559

accommodation is that growth wedges thin towards active and emergent faults. In560

contrast, SB5 continues to thicken towards Southern Fault B, indicating the561

predominance of fault-related accommodation generation (Fig. 7d).562

563

5.5 Late Kimmeridgian to Base Cretaceous (Rift Phase 2)564

5.5.1 Late Kimmeridgian to Base Cretaceous Seismic Stratigraphy565

Although the top of the Late Kimmeridgian to Base Cretaceous seismic566

sequence is truncated, the trends of internal reflections within the interval are used to567

determine the location and geometry of depocentres (Figs. 7-9). The seismic sequence568

displays less thickness variability in the hanging-wall of the CSFS than the previous569

intervals, with three thicker regions identified (cf. Fig 10d and 10e). Of these, SB1 in570

the hanging-wall of the Northern Fault is the most areally-extensive, and thickens571

markedly to the northwest, along-strike of the Northern Fault (Figs. 8 and 10e). A572

single, elongate depocentre is located in the hanging-wall of Southern Fault A, which573

is offset basinwards from the fault and is focused in the core of the fault-parallel574

syncline (Figs. 7c and 10e). This depocentre, which thickens to the south, is more575

continuous than the three distinct depocentres (SB2-SB4) observed in the underlying576

interval (Figs. 9 and 10e).577

578
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5.5.2 Interpretation of CSFS Structural Configuration during the Late Kimmeridgian579

to Base Cretaceous Interval580

The seismic stratigraphy indicates that the configuration of the CSFS during581

the Late Kimmeridgian to the Base Cretaceous is similar to that throughout the582

underlying Intra-Kimmeridgian to Late Kimmeridgian interval (cf. Figs. 11g-h and i-583

j). One principle difference is that the relief of fault-perpendicular anticlines in the584

hanging-wall of Southern Fault A became negligible to absent, permitting the585

depocentres of SB2-SB4 to coalesce to form a continuous, elongate depocentre (Fig.586

10e). These fault-perpendicular anticlines had remained persistent topographic587

features since the along-strike linkage of CSF2-CSF4 to form Southern Fault A588

around the Base Callovian (Fig. 11). Overall, the minor stratigraphic thicknesses589

present in the hanging-walls of Southern Faults A and B in comparison to the590

hanging-wall of the Northern Fault indicate relatively reduced rates of591

accommodation generation in the south, possibly due to reduced fault activity, or the592

relocation of accommodation generation due to long-wavelength regional salt593

redistribution (Figs. 10e and 11).594

595

6. Discussion596

597

6.1. Controls on Hanging-Wall Stratal Geometries Developed Perpendicular to598

Salt-Influenced Border Faults599

For the Northern Fault, the hanging-wall stratal wedge that thickens towards the600

fault, and the broad fault-parallel hanging-wall syncline associated with SB1 are601

typical characteristics of border fault evolution in thick-skinned settings free from602

mobile salt (e.g. Prosser, 1993; Gawthorpe and Leeder, 2000; Young et al., 2001)603
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(Fig. 7a). In contrast, the more complex geometry and hanging-wall architecture of604

the Southern Coffee-Soil Faults indicate that mobile Zechstein salt exerts a strong605

control on deposition during fault growth (Fig. 11). Previous work documenting the606

relationships between salt mobility, normal faulting and hanging-wall stratigraphy607

suggest that dip-sections through syn-rift depocentres at various palaeo-segment608

centres should show predictable stratal relationships (Richardson et al., 2005; Kane et609

al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2023). At other thick-skinned, salt-influenced border faults,610

the transition from blind to emergent faulting is marked by depocentre migration611

towards the newly-emergent fault (Kane et al., 2010; Marsh et al. 2010). However,612

seismic dip-sections at various locations along-strike of the Southern Coffee-Soil613

Faults reveal highly-variable stratal geometries, indicating that the established models614

are not applicable to all settings (Fig. 7).615

The principal difference between the Southern Coffee-Soil Faults and the616

Revfallet and Sleipner Faults studied by Richardson et al. (2005) and Kane et al.617

(2010), respectively, is that the Southern Coffee-Soil Faults do not have significant618

salt swells preserved in the immediate hanging-wall of the border fault, either adjacent619

to displacement maxima or at palaeo-segment boundaries. In the hanging-wall of the620

Southern Coffee-Soil Faults, previously-existing salt swells have been withdrawn and621

redistributed due to syn-rift sediment-loading (see Duffy et al., 2013). This load-622

driven withdrawal is spatially-variable, and has modified the architecture of hanging-623

wall depocentres along-strike (Figs. 7b-d). A key aspect which may influence patterns624

of load-induced withdrawal is spatial variability in sediment supply. For example,625

areas near sediment entry points may have high sediment supply and be more prone to626

load-induced withdrawal than sediment starved hanging-wall locations. Here we627

present conceptual models which address the control of competition between rates of628
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accommodation generation by fault displacement and that created by sediment-load-629

induced salt withdrawal, upon the resultant stratal geometries (Fig. 12).630

In the early stages of fault growth, a blind basement fault is impeded from631

penetrating and coupling with the supra-evaporite cover by pre-rift mobile salt. The632

overlying cover is flexed into a monocline, with a fault-parallel synclinal depocentre633

offset into the hanging-wall (Fig. 12a). Continued displacement accrual accentuates634

the cover monocline, generating hanging-wall accommodation in the core which635

varies along-strike, and which is greatest adjacent to the basement fault displacement636

maxima (e.g. Richardson et al., 2005; Kane et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2023) (Fig.637

12a). Mobile salt migrates towards and passively fills the core of the monocline, aided638

by gravity-driven flow down the hanging-wall dip-slope (Fig. 12a). The flowing salt639

is buttressed by the fault, with the thickest vertical column of salt located above the640

top pre-salt fault hanging-wall fault cut-off (i.e. basinwards of the immediate hanging-641

wall of the fault) (Fig. 12a).642

Once the basement fault breaches the cover and breaks-surface, the depocentre643

migrates and thickens towards the emergent fault (sensu Kane et al., 2010; Marsh et644

al., 2010) (Fig. 12b). In the early stages of rifting, or in areas of low sediment supply,645

differential loading in the hanging-wall may not be sufficient to remobilise and drive646

away the underlying salt. However, later in the syn-rift phase, or in areas of high647

sediment supply, differential loading by hanging-wall stratal wedges have the648

potential to remobilise and drive away salt, giving rise to two end-member scenarios649

(Figs. 12c and d). Where differential sediment-loading is insufficient to initiate major650

withdrawal and there is only a small component of salt migration up the hanging-wall651

dip-slope, accommodation created by fault displacement is greater than that generated652

by sediment load-driven withdrawal (Fig. 12c). As such, the hanging-wall stratal653
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wedges continue to thicken and diverge into the border fault, and depocentre axes are654

oriented parallel to the fault plane (Fig. 12c). This scenario is envisaged to explain the655

stratal geometry observed in a dip-section through the depocentre in SB5 as well as656

those observed by Kane et al (2010) along the Sleipner Fault Zone in the South657

Viking Graben (Fig. 7d). In contrast, where differential sediment-loading is sufficient658

to drive pre-rift salt up the hanging-wall dip-slope, accommodation created by load-659

driven withdrawal is greater than that created by fault displacement (Fig. 12d). As660

such, the depocentre shifts away from the immediate hanging-wall fault, focusing661

vertically above where the initial salt column was thickest and thus likely most mobile662

i.e. the top pre-salt hanging-wall cut-off (Fig. 12d). A symmetrical growth syncline663

develops with limbs dipping both towards and away from the fault (Fig. 12d). Stratal664

units accumulate in the growth syncline and onlap bidirectionally onto the limbs,665

resulting in the unusual scenario of syn-rift units thinning towards active emergent666

faults (Fig. 12d). This explains the basinward shift in the depocentre of SB4 observed667

above the Intra-Kimmeridgian horizon in dip-section (Figs. 7c, 10d, 12d). It is668

envisaged that this second scenario may evolve even further, with differential669

sediment-loading eventually depleting the salt in the immediate hanging-wall,670

resulting in a primary weld between the cover and basement. Once this occurs, and671

assuming faulting continues, fault-related subsidence will be re-established as the672

principal mode of accommodation generation and stratigraphic units will eventually673

thicken towards the fault. This is not observed above the intra-Kimmeridgian horizon674

in the SB4 depocentre, indicating that faulting slowed significantly or ceased675

immediately after the withdrawal-related accommodation generation became676

dominant (Fig. 7c).677

678
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6.2. Segmentation, Growth and Linkage of Salt-Influenced Border Faults and679

Implications for Along-Strike Hanging-Wall Stratal Geometry680

We now explore how end-member relationships between normal faults,681

mobile salt and depocentre location may influence hanging-wall stratal geometries682

(i.e. strike-parallel sections). In Figure 1d and f, observations of Richardson et al.,683

(2005) and Kane et al., (2010) are interpreted to produce conceptual along-strike684

hanging-wall stratigraphic sections, in a manner analogous to those developed for685

settings lacking mobile salt (sensu Schlische and Anders, 1996; Cowie et al., 2000;686

Morley, 2002). The contrasting geometries in each model highlights the potential for687

along-strike hanging-wall stratigraphic sections to be used to infer coupled fault and688

salt system evolution from final structural geometries (Figs. 1d and f). Figure 13689

summarises a new model of map-view relationships between salt migration, normal690

faulting and depocentre development, along with hanging-wall stratal architectures,691

based on observations of the Southern Coffee-Soil Faults. In the early syn-rift, salt is692

located in half-dome-shaped cover swells adjacent to the displacement maxima of693

blind basement faults (e.g. Richardson et al., 2005; Kane et al., 2010) (Fig. 13a and694

b). Syn-rift units thicken radially away from the swells, both basinwards and along-695

strike towards fault-perpendicular anticlines at segment boundaries (Figs. 13a and b).696

Subsequently, each of the basement faults breach the supra-salt cover folds and697

ruptures the surface, leading to subsidence of salt-cored swells in the centre of the698

fault segments (Figs. 13c and d). Over time, sediment-loading drives the withdrawal699

of salt from the swells in the centre of the fault segments, providing further700

accommodation so that depocentres move into the centre of the fault segments (Figs.701

13c and d). This phase is indicated along the Southern Coffee-Soil Faults by the702

initiation of onlap onto the fault-perpendicular anticlines (Fig. 9). In contrast to the703
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observations of Kane et al. (2010), the withdrawn salt migrates up the hanging-wall704

dip-slope rather than towards the cores of active fault-perpendicular anticlines at705

segment boundaries (Figs. 13c and d). Dip-parallel salt migration is supported by the706

following evidence: i) the absence of significant present-day salt swells at segment707

boundaries; ii) the absence of over-thickened late syn-rift units at palaeo-segment708

boundaries, which would have developed if salt had previously accumulated in the709

cores of fault-perpendicular anticlines and had subsequently withdrawn; and iii) the710

presence of salt pillows further up-dip on the hanging-wall slope (Figs. 7c-d, 9 and711

10).712

Once the border fault segments link along-strike to form one continuous fault,713

the fault-perpendicular anticlines may begin to passively subside in the hanging-wall,714

and gradually decrease in relief (sensu Young et al., 2001) (Figs 13e and f). For715

CSF2-CSF4, the sub-segments associated with Southern Coffee-Soil Fault A, along-716

strike linkage is interpreted to have occurred around the Base Callovian, yet the fault-717

perpendicular anticlines in the hanging-wall of Southern Fault A were preserved as718

apparent topographic highs until the Late Kimmeridgian (Fig 9). We interpret this to719

be a function of preferential withdrawal-related subsidence at fault segment centres720

relative to segment boundaries (Figs. 9, 13e, and 13f).721

In the rift climax and into the post-rift phases, the maximum fault722

displacement and hence axis of subsidence of the through-going border fault is723

located in the centre of the fault (Figs. 13g and h). Sediment-loading of the immediate724

hanging-wall of the fault ensures that all mobile salt has withdrawn and principally725

migrated up the hanging-wall dip-slope, ultimately resulting in the development of a726

regional weld (Figs. 13g and h).727

Although some aspects of the development of the Southern Coffee-Soil Fault728
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described above complement aspects of established models for salt-influenced border729

faults (e.g. Richardson et al., 2005; Kane et al., 2010), it is the variations, and the730

controls on the marked shifts in depocentres through time which we seek to731

emphasise. Overall, our intention here has been to highlight the degree of variability732

and inconsistency in the inter-relationships between salt mobility, faulting and733

depocentre development associated with the along-strike evolution of salt-influenced734

faults.735

736

6.3. Summary of Controls on Dip- and Strike-Oriented Structural Variability and737

Evolution of Border Fault Systems738

The dip- and strike-oriented scenarios and models described here occurred739

contemporaneously along-strike of the Southern Coffee-Soil Faults, due to: i) spatial740

variations in sediment supply as determined by the distribution of sediment entry741

pathways into the hanging-wall such as relay zones, ii) variable displacement rates742

and diachronous activity on different fault segments, and iii) along-strike variations in743

the initial thickness of mobile salt. A key implication of the load-induced movement744

of salt which characterises the structural evolution of the Southern Coffee-Soil Faults,745

is that such styles are more likely to occur in settings where overall sediment supply is746

high. Therefore, fault systems at rift margins, such as the Southern Coffee-Soil Faults,747

are more prone to load-induced salt movement than fault systems located towards the748

rift axis, which are more likely to be sediment starved. This may explain the absence749

of major load-induced evaporite movement observed at the Revfallet and Sleipner750

Fault Zones as described by Richardson et al. (2005) and Kane et al. (2010).751

752

7. Conclusions753
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 The CSFS initially consisted of five isolated fault strands, separated along-754

strike by fault-perpendicular anticlines. The isolated fault segments755

propagated and linked along-strike into a predominantly through-going756

fault prior to, or during, the Early Callovian. The tectono-stratigraphic757

evolution of the Southern Coffee-Soil Faults has been influenced by758

mobile Zechstein Supergroup salt, which increased in thickness towards759

the south.760

 Seismic dip-sections at various locations along-strike of the Southern761

Coffee-Soil Faults reveal highly-variable structural geometries and762

depocentre shifts that established models do not adequately explain.763

 During the early stages of growth of the Southern Coffee-Soil Faults, we764

propose that sub-cover salt swells accumulated adjacent to the765

displacement maxima of isolated, basement-restricted fault segments. The766

swells modified the relief of the depositional surface such that depocentres767

were offset away from the swells. Later, some of the basement-restricted768

fault segments linked along-strike and breached the cover to become769

surface-breaking. This resulted in the migration of depocentres towards the770

faults and, significantly, the onset of passive subsidence and burial of salt771

swells at fault segment centres.772

 Once the faults were surface-breaking and the salt swells subsided and773

buried, variations in the locations and rates of accommodation generated774

by: i) load-driven withdrawal of salt from the swells up the hanging-wall775

dip-slope; and ii) fault-related subsidence, provide a critical, and hitherto776

neglected control upon dip- and strike-oriented variability in hanging-wall777

structural and stratal geometry.778
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 In dip-section, if sediment-loading is insufficient to initiate major779

withdrawal, and accommodation created by fault displacement is greater780

than that generated by sediment load-driven withdrawal, hanging-wall781

stratal wedges will continue to thicken and diverge into the border fault,782

and depocentre axes are oriented parallel to the fault plane. In contrast, if783

accommodation created by load-driven withdrawal is greater than that784

created by fault displacement, depocentres shift away from the immediate785

hanging-wall fault in dip-section, focusing vertically above where the786

initial salt column was thickest i.e. the top pre-salt hanging-wall cut-off. A787

symmetrical growth syncline develops with limbs dipping both towards788

and away from the fault.789

 In along-strike hanging-wall sections, fault-perpendicular anticlines may790

be preserved as persistent features at the depositional surface even after791

fault segments link. This occurs when mobile salt is preferentially792

withdrawn from fault segment centres (i.e. where salt swells were initially793

located) relative to fault segment boundaries.794

 Overall the dip- and strike-oriented variability along-strike of the CSFS is795

demonstrated to likely be a function of: i) variable displacement rates and796

diachronous activity on different fault segments; ii) along-strike variations797

in the initial thickness of mobile salt; and iii) spatial variations in sediment798

supply, as determined by the distribution of sediment entry pathways into799

the hanging-wall (eg. relay zones), a variable that may determine whether800

load-induced salt movement is initiated or not.801

802
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9. Figure Captions822

823

Figure 1: Summary of scenarios for the evolution of non-salt- and salt-influenced824

border faults based on established literature. (a); (c) and (e) summarise plan-view825

inter-relationships between mobile salt (if present), faulting and depocentre geometry826

during the transition from early to late syn-rift. (b); (d) and (f) are conceptual models827
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of the along-strike hanging-wall architecture in both the early and late syn-rift for828

each scenario.829

830

Figure 2: Structural map of the Danish Central Graben, location shown in inset,831

showing the location of the Coffee-Soil Fault System with respect to the main832

offshore faults, basins, highs, and salt structures (after Møller and Rasmussen, 2003),833

and the generalised salt pinchout (modified from Duffy et al., 2013). The inset834

displays the study area relative to the principal Jurassic structural elements and835

political boundaries of the North Sea Rift: CG = Central Graben; HG = Horn Graben.836

837

Figure 3: Stratigraphic framework, showing the ages and lithologies of the formations838

present in the Danish Central Graben, along with regional interpretations of the major839

tectonic events and megasequence boundaries (after Michelsen et al., 2003; Duffy et840

al., 2013; Jackson et al., 2019; Patruno et al., 2022). Colour-coding of the seismic841

stratigraphic horizons and megasequences is continued throughout the paper.842

843

Figure 4: (a) TWTT thickness map of the Zechstein Supergroup draped over Top pre-844

Zechstein basement surface. The colour bar is compressed to emphasise the major salt845

structures. The present-day Zechstein Supergroup thickness decreases towards the846

north. Dashed red lines with tick on downthrow indicate present-day Coffee-Soil847

Fault and dashed green line shows the Zechstein pinch-out front (modified from848

Duffy et al., 2013) (b) Map illustrating the approximate depositional distribution and849

mobility of Zechstein deposits. Note that mobile salt previously extended northwards850

of the present-day seismic pinch-out of mobilised Zechstein salt (parts a and b both851

are modified and updated from Duffy et al., 2013).852
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853

Figure. 5: (a) Trace of the CSFS (b) Profile of the fault plane, showing the TWTT854

elevations along the footwall cut-off of the Top pre-Zechstein horizon (TWTT) and855

the axis of the fault-parallel hanging-wall syncline associated with the CSFS at both856

the Top pre-Zechstein and Base Callovian horizons. This provides a proxy for a857

throw-length profile (see text). The sub-basins and components of the CSFS are858

labelled.859

860

Figure 6: TWTT structure maps of (a) the Top pre-Zechstein (vertical exaggeration861

x5); (b) Base Callovian (vertical exaggeration x5); and (c) Late Kimmeridgian862

(vertical exaggeration x7.5); surfaces. Dashed red lines with tick on downthrow863

indicate present-day northern and southern Coffee-Soil Faults. Colour bar is864

compressed to highlight relief in hanging-wall. Fault-perpendicular anticline axial865

traces are dashed red. A series of sub-basins (SB2-5) are well-defined in the hanging-866

wall of the southern Coffee-Soil Fault at the Top pre-Zechstein and Base Callovian867

levels but are not present on the Late Kimmeridgian TWT map.868

869

Figure 7: Uninterpreted and interpreted seismic dip-sections (i.e. oriented870

perpendicular to the CSFS). Each section has been flattened on a local intra-871

Cretaceous reflection to remove the overprinting effect of later Cenozoic inversion872

and is displayed at 5 x vertical exaggeration (VE). Insets display the locations of the873

section. (a) Dip-section through the Northern Fault and SB1. This section indicates874

SB1 evolved without the influence of mobile salt, with a growth wedge thickening875

into the Northern Fault. (b) Dip-section through Southern Fault A and SB2. The major876

fault-parallel anticline extends northwards and dies out to the south. Note how the877
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lower part of the Triassic sequence thins towards the fault, whereas the upper part of878

the Triassic sequence thickens towards the fault. (c) Dip-section through Southern879

Fault A and SB4. Note the vertical axis and symmetrical nature of the fault-parallel880

syncline. A southwesterly-dipping limb is developed adjacent to the fault which dips881

away from Southern Fault A. Note the minor Triassic thinning towards the fault, and882

the basinward shift in the depocentre that occurs above the Intra-Kimmeridgian. (d)883

Dip-section of the Southern Fault B and SB5. This section shows an asymmetrical884

fault-parallel syncline, the axis of which is oriented sub-parallel to the plane of the885

Southern Fault B. A southwesterly-dipping limb observed in SB4 is not developed886

here, with the syn-rift depocentres all located in the immediate hanging-wall of887

Southern Fault B. Note the thinning of the Triassic interval towards Southern Fault B888

and the thick wedge of the overlying Jurassic sequence (see also Duffy et al., 2013).889

Seismic polarity cartoons are courtesy of Agile Scientific890

(https://agilescientific.com/blog/2012/4/5/polarity-cartoons.html).891

892

Figure 8: Uninterpreted and interpreted strike-parallel seismic traverse in the893

hanging-wall of the Northern Fault (location shown in inset) at VE x5. The section894

line is located away from the effects of splay faults and contains a single, large895

depocentre, with units generally thickening towards the axis of SB1 in the northwest.896

The section is flattened on an intra-Cretaceous horizon to remove the effect of late-897

stage inversion. Seismic polarity cartoon is courtesy of Agile Scientific898

(https://agilescientific.com/blog/2012/4/5/polarity-cartoons.html).899

900

Figure 9: Uninterpreted and interpreted strike-parallel seismic traverse in the901

hanging-wall of Southern Faults A and B, taken along the axis of the major hanging-902
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wall syncline (location shown in inset) (VE x5). Section (presented unflattened)903

displays only a mild degree of inversion that does not overprint the overall thickness904

variations and geometries in the Triassic and Jurassic sequences. The section905

highlights a series of four major depocentres along-strike of the Southern Fault (SB2-906

SB5), bounded by fault-perpendicular anticlines (H1-H5). The fault-perpendicular907

folds, which also affect the Top pre-Zechstein horizon, die out vertically by the Late908

Kimmeridgian. Note the thinning of the Triassic interval into the centre of the sub-909

basins (most accentuated at SB2 and SB3) and the compensational overthickening of910

the overlying sequence. Seismic polarity cartoon is courtesy of Agile Scientific911

(https://agilescientific.com/blog/2012/4/5/polarity-cartoons.html).912

913

Figure 10: Maps displaying the thickness variations (in TWTT) of key tectono-914

stratigraphic units across the study area. (a) Triassic (Rift Phase 1); (b) Top Triassic to915

Base Callovian (Rift Phase 2); (c) Base Callovian to Intra-Kimmeridgian (Rift Phase916

2); (d) Intra-Kimmeridgian to Late Kimmeridgian (Rift Phase 2); and (e) Late917

Kimmeridgian to Base Cretaceous (Rift Phase 2). Note that the colour maps showing918

thickness variations within an interval are draped over the present-day structure of the919

basal surface of the given interval (structural contours of which are shown in black).920

These maps highlight how depocentres relate to structural features. Dashed red line921

indicates the Coffee-Soil Fault, with a tick on the downthrow.922

923

Figure 11: Evolution of fault activity and salt migration pathway maps for basement924

and cover faults respectively. For each interval, the top figure displays the925

distributions of active basement faults, along with the locations of mobile salt (thicker926

salt indicated by a darker shade of orange) and inferred migration pathways (yellow927
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arrows, with bigger arrows indicating higher salt flux). The lower figures shown at928

each interval document the configuration of active cover faults, folds and associated929

depocentres (cover monoclines shown with red arrows; thicker depocentres indicated930

by a darker shade of blue). Dashed lines and question marks indicate uncertainty of931

interpretation. Please note that in a) and b) CSF2 is depicted as blind basement fault932

that is overlain by cover monocline F2. This represents our interpretation of the933

configuration during the earlier part of the Triassic. However, later in the Triassic934

CSF2 breached the surface and the depocentre thickened towards CSF2.935

936

Figure 12: Synoptic diagram illustrating controls on dip-section variability in937

hanging-wall tectono-stratigraphy throughout the evolution of a salt-influenced border938

fault system. (a) Faulting restricted to the pre-salt basement and a forced cover939

monocline develops in the supra-salt cover. (b) Early syn-rift scenario after the940

basement fault breaches the cover; the depocentre remains in the immediate hanging-941

wall of the fault. (c) and (d) Depict two alternative scenarios for the late syn-rift942

evolution. (c) Illustrates a scenario where accommodation space created by fault943

displacement is greater than that created by load-driven withdrawal focused above the944

Top pre-salt hanging-wall cut-off (where salt is thickest as likely most mobile); the945

depocentre axis remains adjacent to the border fault. (d) Portrays an alternative946

scenario where accommodation space created by load-driven withdrawal outpaces that947

created by fault displacement; the depocentre shifts basinwards to above the Top pre-948

salt hanging-wall cut-off. Note the symmetrical hanging-wall syncline geometry and949

thinning of the syn-rift towards the active fault. Salt is shown in red, sediments in950

shades of purple (broadly representing Triassic age sediments) and blue (broadly951

representing Jurassic age sediments).952
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953

Figure 13: Synoptic model based on observations from the Southern Coffee-Soil954

Faults, summarising i) map-view relationships between salt mobility, faulting and955

depocentre geometry throughout border fault evolution (a, c, e, and g); ii) the956

development of along-strike hanging-wall architecture in hanging-wall section957

profiles (b, d, f, and h). Salt is shown in red, sediments in shades of purple (broadly958

representing Triassic age sediments) and blue (broadly representing Jurassic age959

sediments).960
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Depocentre offset 
into hanging-wall 

Depocentre shifts into the 
immediate hanging-wall 

Depocentre axis remains 
adjacent to fault  

Depocentre axis shifts basinwards into 
core of hanging-wall withdrawal syncline
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(c) (d)
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Early syn-rift

Fault linked along-strike in basement and cover; differential 
loading continues to drive salt up-dip, away from palaeo-
segment centres.  

a a′

Fault-perpendicular anticlines persistently 
modify the topography despite fault linkage

c c′

 
                       Map View 
(top of each part shows basement fault geometry 
and salt distribution; bottom of each part shows
active supra-salt faults folds, and depocentres)

Late syn-rift

d d′

Basement faulting is segmented, separated by fault-perpendicular 
anticlines. 

High-relief salt swells in segment centres force syn-rift depo-
centres to thicken towards fault segment boundaries and away
from cover monoclines. 
.

Differential loading has driven all salt up-dip and away from fault.
Late-stage subsidence focused at the centre of amalgamated fault.
Pre- and post-salt strata welded (paired red dots).

Faults link along-strike and breach segment boundaries and fault-
perpendicular anticlines. 
Breached fault-perpendicular anticlines begin to subside and decrease 
amplitude/relief, as they are draped by syn-rift sediments. 
Continued load-driven migration of salt from segment centres 
results in the apparent topographic persistence of fault-perpend-
icular anticlines even after faults have linked along-strike. 

a a′

Thinning over salt swells

Syn-rift depocentres continue to develop in palaeo-segment centres
due to load-driven migration of salt away from these areas 

Fault-perpendicular anticlines buried

 Along-Strike Hanging-wall Section View

Late syn-rift

c c′

d d′

Segmented basement faults breach surface  

b b′

Differential loading initiates up-dip salt movement from 
swells in fault segment centres. 
Syn-rift depocentres shift towards these rapidly-subsiding 
fault segment centres. 

b b′

Differential loading initiates movement of salt up-dip 
                        (up hangingwall dip-slope)

Fault-perpendicular anticlines are onlapped 
 (faults still likely segmented along-strike)

Cover monocline

Fig. 13

Differential loading has driven all salt up-dip and away from fault.
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Early syn-rift

Key Salt Anticline Monoclinal cover fold Normal fault Direction of salt flow


